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Abstract. This paper describes research into the personalised delivery
of information about an intelligent environment. The challenges we need
to address are the dual forms of the Invisibility Problem. Both follow
from the fact that the sensors and services in an intelligent environment
are intended to be invisible, blending into the environment naturally.

We describe the elements of the Invisibility Problem in relation to our
previous work on one such intelligent environment, MyPlace, and present
an initial user study (N=17) which will inform the design of the person-
alisation that should be done to enable users to e�ectively negotiate and
control an intelligent environment.

This user study �nds that trust is a critical aspect of intelligent en-
vironment design, and e�ective user feedback and the management of
information ow across physical, social and temporal borders is essential
to maintain user trust in an intelligent environment. This study identi-
�ed that users could readily understand the invisibility problem, and are
willing to share personal information to recieve a tangible bene�t in the
form of the personalisation of an intelligent environment's services.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent Environments (IEs) are electronically augmented environments that
provide services based upon user preferences and current environmental condi-
tions. One challenge for IE developers is balance the goal of invisibility [1] with
the need for accessibility.

We call this the Invisibility Problem. It has two main dimensions which relate
to two facets of invisibility. First, the IE is supposed to include calm technology



that just blends into the environment. So, for example, a person entering a home
may not even notice the mirror near the door because that mirror �ts naturally
into the environment. However, in the IE, that mirror may also be able to deliver
personalised information to known users. This may be a very useful service.

However, it brings a collection of challenges. How does a new user learn that
this mirror is more than a mirror? If the mirror is only intended for members of
the household, does a visitor need to know that it is any more than a mirror?
Suppose the person entering this IE home is a relative who is coming to stay
for a few months. How can we provide information about this person to the IE
so that they are treated like a member of the family and given access to the IE
facilities.

There has been some exploration of ways to address aspects of the �rst form
of invisibility. Heer et al. [2] examine invisibility from a psychological perspective,
making the point that an invisible interface does not in any way imply physical
invisibility. The Digiscope [3] explores the user of augmented reality: it provides
a large semitransparent window to view the world. Visual tag recognition and
RFID are used to detect items in a suitcase, and the display shows information
about items within the suitcase. We have explored an approach based on a mobile
phone with a camera, based upon �ducial markers [4]. These systems require the
user to point a device at the right part of the IE. Even then they are presented
the standard information stored in the database. If the user is unaware of a
service in the environment, they would not be able to use this class of interface.

A quite di�erent dimension of invisibility relates to the automatic and natural
use of facilities in the IE as envisaged by Weiser [1]. The challenge in this case is
that an artefact which is natural to use for the experienced user requires learning
for the new user. For example, an experienced user of a microwave oven is barely
aware of the steps in making normal use of it: yet, the �rst time user takes some
time to work out just what to do. The same will apply for communication with
an IE. In the period from �rst meeting a new part of an IE, the user may well
appreciate personalised information about the device, with tuition and assistance
in mastering it. This is a candidate for personalised tuition [5].

MyPlace is an intelligent environment [6]. We have been exploring technical
dimensions of the Invisibility Problem in the context of that work. In particular,
we have been exploring the modelling of people, places, devices and sensors
in a consistent manner [6]. One part of that work provides a user interface
to MyPlace, as personalised information about an environment. Having built
prototype interfaces for such a system, we are now convinced that it is important
to gain greater understanding of how people relate to the many issues involved
in providing personalised information delivery about an IE like MyPlace.

Another dimension of our work has explored the problems of building user
models for use in IEs. We have de�ned an architecture for the secure manage-
ment of identity in such environments [7] and we have implemented a particular
form of that environment [8] where a service provider constructs a user model
persona. For example, a university creates a persona for each student and, as a
service, provides that to the student, with authentication. Of course, the univer-



sity provides student information constituting just a part of a user model, which
is why we call it a persona [9]. We have also explored a range of the techni-
cal issues of managing such personas, including and P3P-inspired approached to
de�ning policies for releasing a persona into an IE [10]. In that work, we also cre-
ated and evaluated a prototype system that resides on a user's PDA and enables
the user to load a persona from a service provider, integrate it into their own
user model and release it into an IE. This work identi�ed some real challenges in
constructing such user interfaces, especially in the context of current handheld
devices. But more important than that, it also highlighted the importance and
timeliness of user studies which can inform future research in the management
of user models in IEs and the use of those models for personalised information
and service. These need to explore users' concern about privacy and ownership
of personal data [11].

A initial user study (N=17) was carried out to inform on the MyPlace in-
terface, to examine the invisibilility problem and users perceptions of privacy
and information sharing within IEs. User privacy within IEs is diminished when
users' information crosses a personal border of privacy (e.g. physical, social or
temporal borders) [12]. This study investigates this, examining the e�ect of
information ow across physical borders, within certain social groups and out-
side of temporal borders. We also consider the inuences of trust and reputation
[13], [14] and user anonymity on user's privacy [15]. Results from this study will
inform on managing user privacy and the personalisation of services within an
IE.

In Section 2, we introduce our user interface that attacks the Invisibility
Problem in the MyPlace system. We briey outline the type of customisation it
a�ords. Section 3 provides an outlines of the architecture and Section 4 is the
core of this paper, describing the initial user study and its implications for the
future design of MyPlace and other intelligent environments.

2 Personalised Views

MyPlace [6] provides personalised intelligent environments. This means that
the environment gathers information about users to build user models. It uses
these to customise services within the environment. One of those services is MVI
the MyPlace Visibility Interface. We will describe the simple personalisation
available in a scenario involving two users arriving at a building in a university.

Kate and Sam are postgraduate students who have just joined the SmartLab
research group. As each enters the Smart Meeting Room, they see the screens
shown in Figure 1.

Kate is really concerned about issues of privacy and always wants to know
about any sensors in her environment. Sam is unconcerned about these issues
and MVI presents information on the assumption that he does not want to be
bothered with the details of the many sensors in this building. Accordingly, MVI
presents the MyPlace environment to Kate as shown in Figure 1a and to Sam
as in Figure 1b.



Both Kate and Sam are new, attending their �rst seminar. Their user models
both indicate unfamiliarity with the building and, hence, of this Smart Meeting
Room. So the MVI interface presents a limited number of the services available
and information about nearby locations. This is partly to match the screen size
of the PDA that each is using to see what is in the IE and partly to customise the
information to be helpful: it should not overwhelm the users and should ensure
that they are likely to be able to learn about the most relevant service in the IE.

MyPlace v2
Location:G46 - Smart Meeting Room [Change][Explain]
User:Kate [Logout]

Devices

At this location:
Magic Mirror This mirror contains the information kiosk for controlling
devices in this room. [info][photo]
Projectors Data projectors for meeting use. Remote is in the
cupboard. [info][photo]
Media Center Use this to access the schools multimedia database.
[info][photo]
Sensors Bluetooth sensors, microphones, and video cameras capture
information for making the room smart. [info][hide]
Lighting Lights in this room are controlable via a number of ways,
including the Magic Mirror above. [info][hide]
...more...

Nearby:
Printers
Smart Fridge Buy soft drinks. [location][photo]
Personalised Noticeboard Displays notices relevant to people
detected nearby. [info] [location][photo]
3D Data Wall Display system with a wall sized 3d display.
[location][photo]
More Sensors Bluetooth sensors, microphones, and video cameras
capture information for making the room smart. [info][hide]
...more...

Places

Kitchen [info] [location]
Photocopy Room [info] [location]
Postgraduate Workspace [info] [location]
Outside this building
...More Places...

Services

Wireless Networking

MyPlace v2
Location:G46 - Smart Meeting Room [Change][Explain]
User:Sam [Logout]

Devices

At this location:
Magic Mirror This mirror contains the information kiosk for controlling
devices in this room. [info][photo]
Projectors Data projectors for meeting use. Remote is in the
cupboard. [info][photo]
Media Center Use this to access the schools multimedia database.
[info][photo]
...more...

Nearby:
Printer
Smart Fridge Buy soft drinks. [location][photo]
Personalised Noticeboard Displays notices relevant to people
detected nearby. [info] [location][photo]
3D Data Wall Display system with a wall sized 3d display.
[location][photo]
...more...

Places

Kitchen [info] [location]
Photocopy Room [info] [location]
Postgraduate Workspace [info] [location]
Outside this building
...More Places...

Services

Wireless Networking

Fig. 1. Example views for Kate (a:left) and Sam (b:right)

As important as hiding information from the user, is allowing the user to
scrutinise what has been displayed or hidden from them. This facility is provided
when the user clicks the `...more...' link at the bottom of a list of items. Figure 2
shows how Sam can see more of the IE elements, including the sensors, lighting
and air-conditioning control. The longer list of devices in the current location is
shown with those normally hidden in a light grey.

The display also provides links to additional information about the devices.
This too can be personalised. For example, the Media Center has many facilities
and most �rst-time users have di�culties getting the basic parts working. If Kate
or Sam click the link for this information, they will be provided details as de�ned
by their user models.

We might suppose that Kate, although new to this research group, has used
the same type of Media Center in another room managed by MyPlace. We might
further suppose that Kate's user model, built up by MyPlace as she used that
other centre, reects her knowledge of all the basic facilities of that type of Media
Center. In that case, it should be possible for MVI to present details of the more
sophisticated facilities she has not used and is modelled as not knowing.



Of course, this scenario introduces many user concerns. The underlying as-
sumption is that the IE will hold some form of user model. It is important to
learn how people can appreciate the issues involved and how they respond to
them. We need the type of exploration conducted to inform work on P3P [16].
This work inuenced the design. They learnt that most users do not want com-
pletely automated exchange of private data: they want to okay any transfer of
private data. Of course, these results relate to the web and very limited inter-
action that is largely conscious. We need to study the way people perceive such
issues in the case of pervasive intelligent environments.

MyPlace v2
Location:G46 - Smart Meeting Room [Change][Explain]
User:Sam [Logout]

Devices

At this location:
Magic Mirror This mirror contains the information kiosk for controlling
devices in this room. [info][photo]
Projectors Data projectors for meeting use. Remote is in the
cupboard. [info][photo]
Media Center Use this to access the schools multimedia database.
[info][photo]
 
Sensors Bluetooth sensors, microphones, and video cameras capture
information for making the room smart. [info][unhide]
Lighting Lights in this room are controlable via a number of ways,
including the Magic Mirror above. [info][unhide]
Air Conditioning Air conditioning can only be controlled by the
Facilities Management Office [info][unhide]
[Explain Differences]

Nearby:
Printer
Smart Fridge Buy soft drinks. [location][photo]
Personalised Noticeboard Displays notices relevant to people
detected nearby. [info] [location][photo]
3D Data Wall Display system with a wall sized 3d display.
[location][photo]
...more...

Places

Kitchen [info] [location]
Photocopy Room [info] [location]
Postgraduate Workspace [info] [location]
Outside this building
...More Places...

Services

Wireless Networking

Fig. 2. Sam's world view when scrutinising devices available at the current location.
The devices normally hidden are shown in light grey.

In the above example, the scenario was strictly tied to the individual stu-
dents, Kate and Sam. In a real world scenario, people have di�erent needs and
requirements of the system, depending on their current activities. Often, these
activities can be so fundamentally di�erent that it makes sense for the system
to combine several di�erent pro�les within one user model.

This ability to control what information is presented to the IE is essential for
users to control their privacy. The selection of di�erent personas is comparable
to the multiple faces that Lederer, Dey and Manko� [17] suggest are necessary
for users to maintain privacy within ubiquitous computing environments. This
ability to control what information is shared is essential in any system designed
to respect and support user privacy. The inuence of this MyPlace feature on
privacy will be investigated in the evaluation described in section 4.



3 Technical System Description

In this section we describe the technical aspects of the MyPlace system. Of note
are its delivery architecture, uniform space, device and user modelling, modelling
of changing values and interface.

The MVI elements of MyPlace are shown in the partial system architecture
in Figure 3. The broader system, with its collection of sensor data and delivery of
data across the IE is described elsewhere [6]. The user's personal device connects
to the MyPlace server to access the service. Their personal device also holds their
personal user model. They can also choose to release a portion of their personal
user model, known as a persona, to the MyPlace server. The information in this
persona is used to complement the model of the user which the MyPlace server
has.

Fig. 3. The MVI elements of the MyPlace architecture.

People, devices, places and activities are modelled in a uniform manner within
the MyPlace system (Figure 4). Entities are organised by Contexts, which are in
a tree structure, with additional pointers between contexts being used to repre-
sent semantics. Each context contains components which hold evidence about a
particular aspect of an entity. The evidence in components can be resolved to a
value, which can either be a simple type such as a string or number, or a pointer
to another context.

Changing and uncertain values are modelled using a method taken from the
Personis user modelling system [9]. As sensor data about an item or user arrives
in the system it accretes, simply being stored without interpretation. When a
value is required the stored evidence is examined and resolved to a value.

To give a concrete example, we model whether users know about a particular
room. To do this we collect a range of evidence, such as that provided by a
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Fig. 4. A small subsection of the world model. The solid arrows show the tree structure,
the dashed, labelled lines are example semantic pointers.

sensor which detects that user in the room. Such information is stored without
interpretation, and only when we need an answer to `does the user know this
room?' do we resolve to a value. This saves unnecessary computation for cases
when evidence is stored, but a value is never needed. It also allows for di�erent
interpretations of the evidence by simply changing the resolution algorithm at
the point the values are needed.

We have built prototype IEs, with sensors providing evidence for user mod-
elling. We have used this in applications, such as one that locates the user. There
are many on-going challenging technical issues still to explore. However, at this
point, it is timely to gain a better understanding of how people respond to the
many human issues that need to be considered in conjunction with the design
of technical solutions.

4 Evaluation

This study examined user interaction within a simulated IE covering a university
common area using the MVI. The user study begun with discussion questions
to orient users on the nature of the invisibility problem and intelligent environ-
ments. Participants then used the MyPlace interface to examine the personali-
sation process and answered questions on their privacy and information sharing
within this IE. Participants were recruited by requesting volunteers around the
university campus where the study took place. Seventeen users took part in this
study, comprising of eight males and nine females. Most participants were in
their 20's (12 users), reported their �eld as `IT' (12 users) and owned a mobile
phone or PDA (14 users).

To identify the e�ectiveness of using this interface to explain the di�culties
of displaying relevant information within an intelligent environment, users we
asked to describe the invisibility problem and the process of personalisation.
While four users professed not to understand the invisibility problem, the others
described it as a form of personalisation and identi�cation of relevant intelligent
environment services. All users seemed happy with the descriptions of these



processes given during the pre-study discussion questions, and the authors feel
that users understand the need for this type of invisibility and personalisation.
User feedback on the MVI included concerns about the navigation and presen-
tation of such a large amounts of information on such as small screen, including
the need for a more graphical interface to better organise information, and the
desire to have more e�ective personalisation of the displayed services. 88.2% of
the participants indicated that they considered the services to be useful, while
the remaining two users described other location based services they would pre-
fer to see in this intelligent environment. Other users comments indicated that
the delivery of these services could be better customised to their needs or that
only anonymous services would be useful.

Users were asked to rate how concerned they were with the collection of
generic user information (e.g. whether a student or sta� member, interests, etc)
and more identi�able information (e.g. name or ID number) on a scale of 1-5. As
expected, users showed a low level of concern (2.00) in sharing generic informa-
tion with the environment, but were much more concerned (3.41) with sharing
personal information. Twelve users (70.6%) indicated that they would be more
likely to share more personal information if the environment was unable to link
this information to their real identity. All other respondents indicated that it
would not e�ect their information sharing preferences, with user comments de-
scribing their wish to see `tangible bene�ts' before sharing personal information.

Users were then asked whether the sharing of information outside of this
environment would make them more or less likely to provide personal information
to personalise their interaction with the IE. Ten users (58.8%) noted they would
be less likely, with half of these users citing the potential for abuse as their reason.
Five users indicated it would have no e�ect, while two respondents declined
to answer, commenting that it would completely depend on what information
was shared with what IE. To gauge any changing attitudes on the completion
of this survey, a �nal question asked if any shared personal information was
restricted for use within this environment, would the user be more or less likely
to share personal information. A similar result was found; with nine users (52.9%)
indicating this would make them more likely to share information.

Users were then asked to consider the use of a centralised location service
that provide users name and location details to other users, in accordance with
their personal preferences. User responses on the likelihood of using this service
showed reluctance, the average was 2.76, with the only user responding with
a `5' commenting that the university setting gave them some trust in the IE.
When asked whether the restriction of access to the users current location (i.e.
historical searchers we not allowed) would make the more or less likely to use this
service, eleven users (64.7%) responded with more likely and six users (35.3%)
remained unchanged. Thirteen users (76.5%) identi�ed that control over who
could have access to their location information would make them more likely
to share information; a sign that control of the usage of personal information
reduces privacy concerns.



Users were asked to describe how they would normally share their location
information. Most respondents indicated that their friends (15 user, 88.2%) or
co-workers (11 user, 64.7%) were the only people they would share this infor-
mation with, and several user comments indicated that more �ne grain control
was needed (e.g. only sharing location data with colleagues during work hours).
Only two users indicated they would share information with all users or with
commercial services, and only one indicated they would allow the sharing of their
location history. This result was reected when asked to consider the sharing of
all information. 82.4% of all participants agreed that the ability to control who
has access to their information would make them more likely to provide infor-
mation for the personalisation of IE services. 76.5% of users also indicated that
the owner of an IE would e�ect how much information they would share, and
many users commented that this was related to their trust of the IE's owners.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Personalised information access has had very little attention in ubiquitous com-
puting research. This is unfortunate because there are many aspects where the
IE will need to communicate with users. In many of these, there will be a real
need to personalise that communication to match the user's knowledge, espe-
cially their familiarity with the IE and the services within it. Equally, IEs o�er
a potentially important context for personalisation research because IEs can
collect evidence about users in the IE and use this to build user models.

The results of this user study show users are concerned about their privacy,
and want to control information owing. Users want control over who has access
of their information, and want explicit feedback on its use and distribution. When
users evaluate an information exchange, they are evaluating their trust of the
system, and the expected tangible bene�ts they receive for providing informa-
tion. Intelligent environments should seek to make feedback on the information
as complete as possible to allow users to make their own determination of the
risk to their privacy versus the perceived reward for sharing information. This
study supports the limitation of information ow across physical, temporal and
social borders [12] to maintain user privacy, and that methods of managing IE
trust and reputation should be investigated. Users demonstrated they undestood
the invisibility problem, and were willing to provide personal information in ex-
change for e�ective personalisation. Further research will expand this work to a
wider audience and attempt to develop a more detailed understanding of user
privacy within pervasive computing environments.
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